Hemodynamically significant muscular ventricular septal defects (VSDs)—particularly those of the apical or anterior muscular septum—present an important management challenge. Historically the results of conventional surgical repair have been suboptimal, with significant early and late morbidity. Other options include surgical palliation and percutaneous device occlusion, but recently hybrid approaches to these defects have grown in popularity.

Techniques for hybrid closure have evolved with time. Perventricular closure was first reported without the use of cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) by Amin and colleagues in 1998. "Hybrid" closure of muscular VSDs may involve a variety of techniques, however, on or off CPB, with or without cardioplegic myocardial arrest, during concomitant surgical procedures or not, and through a perventricular, peratrial, or transatriotomy approach. Each of these techniques carries specific risks.

Kumar and Knott-Craig's report in this issue of the Journal is a novel description of a complication of a perventricular approach to closure of an apical muscular VSD. The hybrid procedure in this case was performed with CPB. After a protracted postoperative course, it was discovered that the left-sided disk of the occluder had entrapped the lateral wall of the left ventricle near one of the papillary muscles, resulting in poor ventricular filling and mitral regurgitation. The device was subsequently removed, and the VSD was closed through a left ventriculotomy.

This case has several important lessons. In general, it serves as a reminder that hybrid procedures are neither inherently without risk nor necessarily better than the traditional surgical (or percutaneous) approaches. As Kumar and Knott-Craig note, other complications of device occlusion of VSDs have been described, including ventricular perforation, heart block, device embolization, and death. Kumar and Knott-Craig suggest that given these risks surgical repair through a left ventriculotomy might be preferable for closure of apical muscular VSDs. Surgical closure through a ventriculotomy, however, is also not without risks. The decision to proceed with a hybrid approach should be based on a collaborative approach between interventionalists and surgeons with an understanding of the risks and benefits in a specific case.

More specifically, in this case the placement of the device during CPB may have contributed to the risk of this complication. In the setting of a primum atrial septal defect, CPB has the potential to completely decompress both sides of the heart. In our experience, we often deploy the occluder before CPB. Especially in the small heart, this maintains left ventricular size and mitigates the risk of entrapping left ventricular structures including papillary muscles. When using a perventricular approach during CPB, leaving volume in the heart may lower the risk of a similar complication. Finally, this report suggests that detailed examination of the relationship between the device and the left ventricular free wall and papillary muscles is a critical component of the intraoperative echocardiographic examination.

With the increasing use of hybrid procedures, reports such as this are critical to appropriate procedural selection and periprocedural management. Kumar and Knott-Craig are to be congratulated both for their recognition and management of the complication and for the clarity of their report.
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